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1. January 24, 2017, and February 7, 2017, City Council
Report

Staff will provide an update to City Council regarding the Public Works Commission’s
and the Public Works Liaison Committee’s discussions related to joining Los Angeles
Community Choice Energy (LACCE).

During the September 14, 2017, Public Works Commission Meeting, staff presented the
benefits and risks of joining LACCE and addressed questions that City Council posed at
the June 29, 2017, Study Session. City Council asked staff to take the matter and
provide the additional information to the Public Works Commission. City Council also
asked staff to seek the recommendation of the Public Works Commission of whether or
not to join LACCE. Staff and LACCE representatives presented the risks, benefits,
policies and potential business operations to the Commission and sought its
recommendation to join LACCE. A motion was made to recommend joining LACCE; it
failed with a 2-2 vote. (One member of the Commission was absent for the meeting.)

On October 6, 2017, the item was taken to the Public Works Liaison Committee led by
Vice-Mayor Gold and Council Member Wunderlich. The meeting was to seek the
recommendation of the liaison to present the item to City Council for direction to join
LACCE during the open enrollment period. The liaison discussed the risks and benefits
of joining LACCE and questions of the City Council. Staff presented these during the
meeting and recommended that this item be taken to City Council for further discussion
and to seek direction based on the information available in joining a Community Choice
Aggregation (CCA) in this case, LACCE.
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BACKGROUND

Community Choice Aggregation is a program through, which local jurisdictions and/or
special districts can pool their electricity needs and purchase electricity on behalf of the
residents, businesses and municipal agencies. The primary goals of agencies that
choose to join CCAs are to provide their constituents with a choice of what energy
resource they wish to support through their energy purchases and to improve the
environmental impact of the community. Each electric utility is operated through three
distinct functional areas — generation, transmission and distribution. The CCA focuses
solely on the generation portion of the utility business. This purchased electricity is
transmitted to the residents through the existing power grid and power lines managed by
the existing utility; the existing utility continues to transmit electricity and provide
customer billing and customer service. Customers can also choose to remain with the
existing utility — in this case Southern California Edison (SCE) — if they so choose. The
goal of the CCA is to provide residents with additional choices and the option to
purchase electricity that is greener. In most existing CCAs in the State, the electricity is
also less expensive.

In June 2016, Los Angeles County (County) completed its business plan and feasibility
study. The completed study and business plan was provided to City Council at its
December 20, 2016, meeting. The Business Plan and Feasibility Study concluded that a
CCA would be feasible and would promote the sustainability goals of the region, so the
County Board of Supervisors directed County staff to work with interested cities to
develop a joint-powers authority CCA. Staff provided an overview of CCAs, as well as
an update on the County’s progress to City Council Study Sessions at its meetings on
January 24, 2017, and February 7, 2017. The City Council staff report from the
February 7, 2017, study session provided an overview of the benefits and concerns with
the City joining the joint-powers authority (JPA). Attachment 1 includes the staff report
and references to the County’s feasibility study and benefits of joining the CCA. In early
2017, the County worked with interested cities to develop a joint-powers agreement that
would govern the county-wide JPA—called the Los Angeles Community Choice Energy
(LACCE)—and which interested cities could approve in order to join the JPA.

The joint-powers agreement negotiation was completed in April 2017, and the County of
Los Angeles Board of Supervisors adopted the agreement at its April 18, 2017, meeting,
becoming the first member. As part of the agreement, the JPA becomes official when
more than two entities pass the joint powers agreement. When it becomes official, the
six-month “open enrollment” period begins, of which there will be no initial cost to join
and the entities would be able to be part of the initial decision making as part of the JPA
board. After the six-month window, cities may have to pay or fulfill other requirements in
order to join LACCE. The requirements for those cities joining after the six-month initial
enrollment period would be determined by the LACCE JPA Board. The six-month open
enrollment period ends at the end of December 2017.

In June 2017, the City of Rolling Hills became the second entity to join LACCE, which
officially formed the LACCE JPA. They were followed by the cities of Alhambra,
Calabasas, Rolling Hills Estates, Sierra Madre, South Pasadena and West Hollywood.
These cities assessed the benefits and risks of joining LACCE and determined that the
benefits outweigh the risks for the following reason:

1. Their community will be demonstrating leadership in renewable energy and
sustainability.
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2. Their community will have a voice in policy on the growth and distribution of
renewable energy in their community.

3. Their community will have the choice to set rates that are tavorable for their
customers while reaching renewable energy growth in their community.

At the June 29, 2017, Study Session, staff reported these developments and staff was
given a number of questions regarding LACCE. Staff was directed to conduct additional
analysis of CCAs over the coming months and return to the Public Works Commission
and City Council for a determination as to whether the City should join LACCE. City
Council directed staff to return within three to four months to ensure that there was
sufficient time for City Council to make a decision prior to the end of the six-month open
enrollment period. While City Council agreed with the sustainability goals of a CCA, it
did have several questions and concerns related to the administration and roll-out of the
CCA to be addressed prior to the City’s participation. City Council directed staff to look
closely at existing CCA’s for comparison and to answer specific questions and concerns,
listed below:

1. How to ensure that Beverly Hills residents and businesses are not burdened
during a transition to a CCA;

2. How to ensure that LACCE is competitive in the power market with SCE;
3. Does joining LACCE create more or less flexibility;
4. How to ensure that the City had adequate governance power;
5. What will be lost if the City does not join immediately;
6. What are the risks to the City in joining at this time;
7. Whether there are other alternatives for a CCA that the City could consider.

City Council directed staff to return with answers to these questions and seek the
recommendation from the Public Works Commission to whether or not to join LACCE.

Staff again presented LACCE and answers to City Council’s concerns during the
September 14, 2017, Public Works Commission meeting. The Commission failed to
recommend with a 2-2 vote with Commissioner Aronberg absent from the meeting.
Commissioners Felsenthal and Shalowitz voted against recommending joining LACCE
and Commissioners Wolfe and Greer recommended joining LACCE.

Commissioners Wolfe and Greer based their decisions on the following:

1. The Commission agreed with City Council about the sustainability goals of the
CCA.

2. The City will have a policy voice on renewable energy delivered to its customers.

3. The risks are manageable. With the hiring of an experienced interim director,
LACCE has credible leadership that will help steer the LACCE board for making
the best decision on policy and business operations of LACCE. The energy
costs to customers are showing to be cost-competitive based on the LACCE RFP
and existing CCA rates. The withdrawal costs or “exit” fee conditions are
manageable during the early phase of the program.

4. The governing standards/systems are consistent throughout other CCAs and
appear to be fair and equitable.
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5. If the City joins during the open enrollment, we assure there is no entry fee for
the City of which the entry fee for later enrollment will still be determined by the
LACCE Board.

On the other hand, Commissioners Felsenthal and Shalowitz, who opposed this
recommendation, have the following concerns:

1. The City, staff and elected officials are entering into a new utility and may not
have the resources to make the decisions in the best interest of the community.

2. The energy cost savings for the customers are very minimal and the impact
would not be great to the customers.

3. Joining LACCE is equivalent to investing in a start-up company that has unknown
financial risks that the City may not be prepared to cover.

4. Customers may have difficulty understanding the mechanisms and
consequences in enrolling and un-enrolling from LACCE and SCE and vice-
versa.

5. There is an impact on City staff and City officials. If the City chooses to join
LACCE, it will need to appoint a City official to serve as a voting board member
and two alternate directors. The alternate directors can be an elected official,
appointed official (commissioner), staff member or members of the public
provided they meet certain qualifications such as having demonstrated
knowledge in energy-related matters through significant experience. The
commissioners feel that this is a new venture for the City and it will take a lot of
time for the elected official to learn and understand the utility business in order to
make the best decision for the community. There will be a necessity for staff
member(s) to support the elected official in LACCE board meetings.

DISCUSSION

Staff has researched and compiled answers to address City Council’s questions during
the June 29, 2017, meeting and the Public Works Commission and liaison meetings.
Below is the summary addressing those items:

Ensuring Beverly Hills Residents are not Burdened during a Transition to a CCA

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) requires that a CCA make it easy for
customers to opt-out of a CCA program. A CCA is required to send opt-out notices to all
customers 60 days prior to program launch, 30 days prior to program launch, 30 days
after program launch and 60 days after program launch. City staff could also conduct
additional outreach to residents and customers to ensure they are aware of the program
launch and how to opt-out.

In addition, in the LACCE program, each individual participating city would be able to
decide its own “base” level of power—i.e. power that meets the minimum renewable
portfolio standard (RPS) requirement, power that is 50% renewable and power that is
100% renewable. If the City decides to join LACCE, all Beverly Hills customers would
be automatically be enrolled at the base renewable energy determined by the City and
have to the option to move to a power level of their own choice. Again, City staff could
also conduct additional separate outreach to ensure that customers were aware of the
base level and of their opportunity to modify their own power level selection.
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One of City Council’s concerns is whether customers can have the flexibility to go back
and forth between the LACCE and the existing utility. The LACCE JPA does allow this
flexibility, but both parties may impose fees, requirements and limitations on the
transition between the two entities. For example, in northern California, Pacific Gas &
Electric (PG&E) has imposed a six-month waiting period for a customer departing to a
CCA to return to PG&E and a $1.50 fee. Likewise, Mann Clean Energy (MCE) has
adopted a $5 termination fee for residential customers that opt-out following the initial
sixty-day enrollment period. Southern California Edison (SCE) can impose fees for a
customer to enter back into SCE.

Ensuring LACCE is Competitive in Power Market with SCE

LACCE would have the expertise necessary to be successful in the market. LACCE
hired Bill Carnahan, former director of the Southern California Public Power Authority
(SCPPA), as its interim Executive Director. He will be in attendance at the November 7,
2017, Study Session. In addition, LACCE released a request for proposals (RFP) for
Power Supply and an RFP for a Scheduling Coordination order to obtain the greatest
expertise possible for important roles. L ACCE received six proposals for power supply
products for Phase 1 Accounts, and at its October meeting, the LACCE Board selected
Exelon Generation Company LLC (Constellation), which has been providing services to
California CCAs for the last four years. LACCE received five proposals for scheduling
coordination and energy-related services, ultimately selecting The Energy Authority
(TEA,) a Washington State-based non-profit power marketer that is owned by eight
municipal utilities located throughout the nation, at its October LACCE Board Meeting.
TEA is also providing services for the Redwood Coast Energy Authority, which launched
services on May 1, 2017.

Flexibility for the City in Joining LACCE

Another concern expressed by City Council was whether joining LACCE would provide
sufficient flexibility for the City. The LACCE joint powers agreement would allow the
City—with an affirmative vote of City Council—to withdraw its membership from LACCE.
However, the JPA also prescribes the potential consequences for leaving LACCE. If the
City decides to leave, it would be responsible for continuing liabilities, for example, costs
to produce energy for its customers. This clause in the JPA protects other members
from accruing the costs left by a member. However, this cost is contingent upon the
difference in value when the energy was purchased for the City and the market value
when LACCE is trying to sell it. There may be instances in which there would be no cost
to the City if LACCE were able to sell the City’s energy share at cost or at more than the
original price. The other possibility of no cost to the City is if the power purchased for
the City expires before the City leaves the program. This usually takes longer than 180
days for these power purchase contracts to expire. During the program development, it
is unlikely that LACCE will be entering into long-term energy generation contracts like
SCE.

Another point discussed by City Council was how the City can be best prepared to
deploy new technologies—i.e. development of smart grids and distributed energy
resources—as they are developed. LACCE and the LACCE Governing Board would
have the ability to develop its own programs and resources that could encourage the
advancement of new technologies and may even invest on improving the distribution
system.
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Ensuring the City has Adequate Governance Power

The LACCE JPA allows the City—as well as each jurisdiction in LACCE—to appoint one
director (and two alternates in case the director is not able to attend the meeting) to
represent the agency on the LACCE Governing Board. Each director has one vote.
Most matters will be decided by a majority vote. The LACCE agreement also allows
after an affirmative majority vote that three or more directors may request a voting
shares” vote, which would be based on the electric load of each participating jurisdiction.
In order for the motion to be successful, more than 50% of the voting shares would have
to vote in the affirmative. If a single jurisdiction represented mote than 50% of the voting
shares, another director would be required to vote in the negative in order for the matter
to fail. Overall, this governing system will prevent larger energy users from taking over
the policies and business operations and vice versa for smaller energy users. The
governance system LACCE has established is similar to the Southern California Public
Power Authority (SCPPA) where all size agencies have been able to coexist and provide
an acceptable energy rate and meet the energy demands of the region.

Eighty-two cities ate eligible to join LACCE. The entity with the largest electric load is
the County of Los Angeles, followed by the cities of Long Beach, Torrance, Carson and
Santa Clarita. Beverly Hills has the twelfth highest electric load of all eligible cities.
Among the cities that have joined to date, Beverly Hills would have the third highest
electric load, behind the County and the City of Carson.

Considering the Potential Downfalls of Not Joining Immediately

If the City decides not to join LACCE at this time, it will be forgoing its opportunity to
approve or vote on leaderships, energy related policies, planning and supply.

For example, LACCE held its first Governing Board meeting in August 2017. As
mentioned above, at its October 2017 meeting, the LACCE Board authorized staff to
negotiate and execute contracts with TEA for scheduling coordination services and
Constellation for power supply for Phase 1 accounts. Current members like Director,
Sheila Kuehl (Los Angeles County Supervisor, District 3), Director Zuckerman (Council
Member of Rolling Hills Estate), Director Mahmud (Council Member of South Pasadena),
Director Weintraub (Council Member of Calabasas) and Director Horvath (Council
Member of West Hollywood) were part of these decisions that is forming the structure of
LACCE.

If the City decides to join during this period, the City can be part of the next phase of
important decisions such as selecting a permanent Executive Director, which an RFP is
currently posted and participate in Phase 2 and Phase 3 power supply and scheduling
coordination decisions.

Risks to the City of Joining

One of the biggest questions expressed by City Council was whether LACCE will be
successful financially and what the risks to the City would be. Before the actual
operation of LACCE, it is difficult to assess this question. However, by looking at
existing and running CCAs in the State, it can provide an example of what LACCE can
accomplish.
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Staff reviewed the rates and general financial performance of the two longest-running
CCAs in northern California: Mann Clean Energy (MCE) and Sonoma Clean Power
(SCP). Both of these CCAs have provided power to customers for more than four years
and both have been able to maintain rates consistently below those of Pacific Gas &
Electric (PG&E), the investor-owned utility (IOU) in northern California, and have been
able to decrease rates in some instances. Table 1 below provides an overview of the
average bill comparisons for two different customer class—residential and small
commercial—with 50% and 100% renewable energy rates. One of the principles that
MOE uses to develop their annual rates is to ensure that rates are always below those of
PG&E, and the agency is able to obtain that goal while still reducing rates.

Table 1. Mann Clean Energy Average Residential Bill Comparison
Base Rate 100% Renewable

MCE 50%
PG&E RPS Renewable PG&E MCE

Residential

Generation Rate $ 0.09838 $ 0.06800 $ 0.09529 $ 0.07800
PG&E Delivery $ 0.14049 $ 0.14049 $ 0.14049 $ 0.14049
PG&E PCIA/FF n/a $ 0.02977 $ 0.02919 $ 0.02977

Total Electricity Cost $ 0.23887 $ 0.23826 $ 0.26497 $ 0.24826
Average Usage (kWh) 451
Average Monthly Bill $ 107.73 $ 107.46 { $ 119.50 $ 111.97

Small Commercial
Generation Rate $ 0.09764 $ 0.07543 $ 0.09236 $ 0.08543

PG&E Delivery $ 0.13391 $ 0.13391 $ 0.13391 $ 0.13391
PG&E PCIA/FF n/a $ 0.02264 $ 0.02199 $ 0.02264

Total Electricity Cost $ 0.23155 $ 0.23198 $ 0.24826 $ 0.24198
Average Usage (kWh) 1272
Average Monthly Bill $ 294.53 $ 295.08 I $ 315.79 $ 307.80

Table 2 below shows the SCP Board-adopted rates for three customer classes—
residential, small commercial and medium commercial—that were charged to customers
for FY14-15, FY15-16, FY16-17 and FY17-18, showing the SCP generation rates
including the PG&E surcharges compared to the PG&E rates. The comparative PG&E
rates were those charged for the same time periods.
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Table 2. Sonoma Clean Power Rates from FYi 4-15 to FYi 7-18

Sonoma Clean Power Rates
Cents per Kilowatt Hour

FY14-15 FY15-16 FY16-17 FY17-i8
SCP SOP SOP SCP

With PG&E PG&E With PG&E PG&E With PG&E PG&E With PG&E PG&E

.

. Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge
Residental

0.0826 0.08652 0.08334 0.09745 0.0932 0.09684 0.09655 0.09838

Commercial_(A-i)

Summer 0.10427 0.11015 0.105 0.12473 0.10915 0.114 0.11274 0.11518
Winter 0.06727 0.07134 0.068 0.07817 0.07468 0.07843 0.07735 0.07924
Medium Commercial (A-b)
Summer 0.09511 0.09992 0.09521 0.11235 0.10055 0.10375 0.10327 0.10492
Winterj711 0.07788 0.07421 0.0878 0.07719 0.07965 0.07927 0.08055

As the tables show, both of these CCAs have been able to maintain constant or even
decreasing rates throughout their history. Both programs have also been able to
increase their program offerings while maintaining their financial stability and improving
their financial position.

A major concern for the financial success of CCAs into the future is the calculation of
charges levied on CCA customers by the investor-owned utilities. Departing IOU
customers are charged administrative costs to ensure that lOUs can recover the sunken
costs—i.e. the costs of long-term power contracts when customers depart—to ensure
those remaining utility customers’ bills do not increase with the departure of CCA
customers. The lOUs work with the CPUC to develop this calculation. LACCE has used
conservative estimates in its financial model to account for these costs. Despite these
conservative estimates, the business plan determined that the rates would remain lower
than those of SCE.

The CPUC is evaluating new ways to calculate these sunken costs that could increase
the fees for CCA customers, which could make it more difficult for CCAs to maintain
rates lower than those of the lOUs. Both CCAs and the lOUs are actively engaged in
this conversation, and there will likely not be a final decision by the CPUC on this matter
for more than a year.

Financial risks to the City if customers opt out of LACCE

The Public Works Commission and the Liaison Committee were concerned about the
burden to the City if customers opt out of LACCE. There is no financial risk to the City if
no customers enroll in LACCE. Under state law, once this program starts, all customers
are automatically enrolled and will need to re-enroll back to SCE. Historically, in other
programs, there has been a 7% drop out rate across the entire CCA.

Alternatives

If the City is interested in providing Beverly Hills customers on alternative to SCE for
power supply program, the City has two alternatives. One is to pursue the development
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of a CCA only for Beverly Hills and the other is to work with other cities within the region
to form a smaller regional CCA.

In 2006 — 2007, the City completed a study assessing the feasibility of forming a Beverly
Hills CCA and of forming a CCA with Beverly Hills and West Hollywood. The feasibility
study determined that it was feasible for Beverly Hills to form a CCA. The next step in
that process would have been to complete an Implementation Plan and form a CCA with
the CPUC. However, City Council decided to not move forward at that time.

Since April 2015, the City has also been involved with South Bay Clean Power (SBCP),
a South Bay-based non-profit committed to reducing the region’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and increasing local energy deployment and job development. Participating
cities have included the cities of Culver City, Santa Monica and West Hollywood, as well
as a number of cities in the South Bay region. SBCP completed its own feasibility study,
using funding from the electrical workers’ union, that similarly found that it would be
feasible to form a SBCP CCA using a “JPA of JPAs” model in which regions would
create their own CCA JPAs whose services could be provided through an umbrella JPA
that each of the JPAs joins. At this time, no other regions are considering the formation
of a regional JPA. In addition, a city would need to lead the administrative work required
to form a regional CCA. Several cities that were a part of the SBCP—including the cities
of West Hollywood and Carson—have joined LACCE. Other SBCP cities, including the
city of Torrance, have decided to not join any CCA at this time.

Staff remains in communication with those cities that participated in SBCP—including all
of the West Side cities and many South Bay cities—to determine if there is interest in
pursuing a regional CCA. No interest has been expressed at this time.

FISCAL IMPACT

There is no fiscal impact related to the matter.

RECOM MEN DATI ON

Based on the above review, staff’s analysis is that LACCE provides the best current
opportunity if the City Council decides now is the right time to provide this service to the
Beverly Hills community. Staff is seeking City Council’s direction on whether or not to
join a Community Choice Aggregation program. If City Council deems joining is a good
decision, staff recommends joining LACCE during the open enrollment period.

II City Council decides not to join during the open enrollment, staff recommends that the
City continue to follow the progress of LACCE and other forming C%As throughout the
region 1

Shana Epstein
* Approved By
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STAFF REPORT

Meeting Date: January 24, 2017

To: Honorable Mayor & City Council

From: Trish Rhay, Assistant Director of Public Works

Caitlin Sims, Senior Management Analyst C

Subject: Los Angeles County Regional Community Choice Aggregation Program

Attachments: 1. Executive Summary — Los Angeles County CCA Business Plan
2. County of Los Angeles Community Choice Energy Public Workshop

Presentation

INTRODUCTION

In April 2015, the City Council adopted Resolution 15-R-1 3035 authorizing the City to participate
in a community choice aggregation (“CCA”) feasibility study with other cities in Los Angeles
County. At that time, the City engaged with South Bay Clean Power (“SBCP”) — a non-profit
committed to establishing community choice aggregation in the region — and the County of Los
Angeles to follow these regional CCA efforts. The feasibility study was funded by the County of
Los Angeles and provided a technical and financial analysis of the viability of establishing a
County-wide CCA. The study was transmitted to the City Council at its December 20, 2016,
Study Session.

The County of Los Angeles Community Choice Energy Business Plan concluded that the
formation of a CCA program in Los Angeles County would be financially prudent and would
yield considerable benefits to residents and businesses. The County intends to form a CCA
with any interested cities by creating a joint-powers authority (“JPA”) that would govern the
CCA. The County has begun the process of working with interested cities to negotiate the JPA.

This item provides an update on that process and timeline and requests input for next steps.

BACKGROUND

Community Choice Aggregation programs allow local governments and special districts to pool
their electricity needs and purchase and/or develop environmentally sustainable energy on
behalf of residents, businesses, and municipal agencies. CCA is an energy supply model that
works in partnership with the region’s existing investor-owned utility (“IOU”). In Beverly Hills,
Southern California Edison (“SCE”) is the existing IOU. The existing utility continues to deliver
electricity to the customers to through the existing power grid and continues to provide customer
service and billing. The CCA procures the electricity that is delivered through the existing power
grid and sets electricity rates for end-use customers. Those customers that do not desire to
switch to the CCA can choose to remain customers of the existing IOU.
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DISCUSSION

Community choice aggregation is a growing program in communities throughout the State.
There are currently five CCAs operating in California, four of which are operating in northern
California. The City of Lancaster is the only CCA operating in Southern California, in SCE
territory.

There are a number of reasons that communities have formed and/or joined CCA programs.
The creation of a CCA provides residents and businesses with a choice for their electricity
provider. When a CCA is created in a City, all businesses and residents in that City become
customers of the new CCA. However, all customers have the option to “opt-out” of the CCA and
remain customers of the existing utility. Customers must be adequately informed of the opt-out
option, and it must be easy for them to do so. In most CCAs, CCA customers can also decide
between electricity product options that are generated from more renewable sources. For
example, Peninsula Clean Energy (“PCE”) — the State’s most recent CCA that rolled out in San
Mateo County in summer 2016 — provides customers with the option of electricity from 50%
renewable sources or 100% renewable sources.

Creating choice is intended to create competition to reduce rates and improve services for
customers. In fact, most of the CCA programs have been able to offer rates that are lower than
those of the existing utility. Sonoma Clean Power (“SCP”), a CCA that has been operating in
Sonoma County since 2013, is able to provide rates for its residential customers that are
approximately two cents per kilowatt-hour lower than those of the existing utility for its base level
of electricity (coming from 36% renewable sources).

The creation of a CCA also increases the amount of control for local governments in electric
services for their residents. Cities will have more control in things like the deployment of
renewable energy resources, setting rates and developing programs. SCE has historically
offered electricity coming from the lowest State-mandated level of renewable resources. At this
time, the State mandates that lOUs procure at least 33% of their electricity from eligible
renewable energy resources by 2020 and at least 50% from renewable resources by 2050.
Electricity rates are set through a legal rate-setting proceeding at the California Public Utilities
Commission (“CPUC”). SCE has recently begun offering electricity that comes from more
renewable sources, and these rates were also set through proceedings at the CPUC. In
addition, any programs that are administered by SCE are developed through proceedings at the
CPUC. With a CCA, the governing body of the CCA determines the renewable energy make-up
of electricity, as well as customer electricity rates and programs.

Finally, CCAs allow communities to deploy more renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. CCAs can purchase electricity from the power grid that comes from more renewable
sources, allowing communities to more easily decrease their reliance on traditional power plants
for electricity and meet their overall sustainability goals. Many municipalities that have already
formed CCAs have done so with a primary focus on increasing the amount of renewable energy
in their communities, reducing their greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions and making progress
on all their sustainability goals. In 2014, electric power was the State’s third-largest GHG
emitting sector — following transportation and the industrial sector — with approximately 20% of
emissions coming from electric power.

All but one of the CCAs currently operating in the State are governed by a joint-powers authority
made up of several participating cities and counties. A JPA allows the CCA to include multiple
jurisdictions, thus increasing the electricity load and making it easier and most cost-effective to
purchase power on the open market. The JPA also reduces the liability on individual cities.
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Los Angeles Community Choice Energy Program (“LACCE”)

As indicated previously, the LACCE Business Plan found that the creation of a Countywide CCA
would be financially viable and would yield economic and sustainability benefits for residents
and businesses. The Report included a comparison of end-user monthly rates (per kilowatt-
hour — kWh) for the proposed CCA versus SCE, which can be found below:

Commercial
$0.166 $0.157 $0.186 $0.159 $0.201 $0.177(GS-1)

Commercial
$0.158 $0.150 $0.176 $0.152 $0.193 $0.169(GS-2)

Commercial
$0.145 $0.138 $0.163 $0.139 $0.18 $0.155(GS-3)

Overall, it is estimated that end-user rates could be at least 4% lower than those of SCE, and
the difference would likely be even greater when comparing the rates for 50% and 100%
renewable energy. The CCA would deploy approximately twice the amount of renewable
resources.

In order to form a Countywide CCA, the County intends to form a LACCE JPA comprised of
participating jurisdictions. The first step in the formation of a JPA is to negotiate a joint-powers
agreement between all interested parties. At its September 27, 2016, meeting, the County
Board of Supervisors directed that the joint-powers agreement should be modeled after the best
practices found in the existing CCA JPAs in northern California — including Mann Clean Energy,
Sonoma Clean Power, and Peninsula Clean Energy — and should ensure that the JPA provides
“meaningful local representation of participating cities on the LACCE governing board.” The
Board also directed that the negotiated agreement should be completed within six months (by
the end of March 2017). The agreement will also include the overall goals of the JPA (the
recitals) and the powers that the JPA can exercise; provisions for the addition and withdrawal of
members, liability protections for member agencies, the composition of the governing body; and
structure for voting.

After a joint-powers agreement is drafted, the document must be adopted by the governing
bodies of at least two jurisdictions in order to legally create a CCA JPA. Once the CCA JPA is
legally created, the JPA governing body will be responsible for managing the CCA by
developing by-laws, policies, and procedures to govern the CCA.

In addition to the formation of the JPA, participating cities must also formally establish a CCA
with the CPUC. This involves adopting the CCA-enabling ordinance, which indicates the City’s
intent to form a CCA and formally allows the City to enter into discussions with the CPUC and
SCE for the purposes of forming a CCA, and submitting an Implementation Plan to the CPUC.
Even if the City participates as a part of the County-wide CCA, it would still need to adopt the
CCA-enabling ordinance. However, the Implementation Plan would not need to be submitted by
the City. Instead, the entire CCA would submit the Implementation Plan to the CPUC. The
CPUC will review the Implementation Plan and, upon its acceptance, a CCA will be formed.

Residential $0.171 $0.162 $0.189 $0.164 $0.206 $0.182
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The CCA will also need to work with SCE to prepare for the transfer of customer accounts from
SCE to the CCA.

Joint Powers Agreement Negotiation

The County is now seeking participation from interested cities to participate in the JPA
negotiation process. County staff has initiated this process, and the first meeting was held on
January 10, 2017. The County intends to hold these JPA-negotiating meetings until a
reasonable consensus is reached between interested cities and the County.

The joint-powers agreement negotiations will be focused around the following items:

1) Agreement Recitals: Existing CCA JPA agreements share common language pertaining
to State laws that enable local jurisdictions to form CCA programs, State laws that
mandate specific sustainability and environmental goals, and the general purpose for
forming the CCA Program JPA agreement. Negotiations will likely center around
including more robust language related to the JPA’s aspirations for local economic
benefits and local workforce development.

2) Method of Committee Formation: Some existing CCA JPA agreements require specific
committees to be formed (i.e. Community Advisory Committee; Executive Committee;
etc) while others allow the governing board to establish committees at their discretion.
Negotiations will likely center around what (if any) specific committees should be
required in the JPA agreement and whether there should be language allowing the
governing board to establish committees.

3) Special Voting Requirements: Existing CCA JPAs typically require a majority vote for
most actions; however, most also have special voting requirements (i.e. two-thirds vote
or three-quarters vote) for items that are deemed to be more controversial or more
significant. Negotiations will likely center around what actions (i.e. exercise of eminent
domain; amendments to the JPA) should trigger special voting requirements.

4) Appointment of Non-Elected Officials as Board Directors: Negotiations would likely
center around whether participating agencies would be allowed to appoint board
directors that were not elected officials.

5) Alternates for Board Directors: Negotiations will likely center around whether Board
directors would be allowed to appoint alternates and if these alternates would be
required to be elected officials.

6) Board Structure and Distribution of Voting Shares: All existing CCA JPA agreements
acknowledge differences in electricity loads between the members. Most existing CCAs
require simple majority approval for most items, unless one or more members demand
that the item require the affirmative vote of a majority of the members with voting shares
determined by electricity load. In these cases, an item must be approved both by the
majority of the members, in addition to the weighted majority of the members (with voting
shares determined by the electricity load). Negotiations will likely center around the use
of weighted voting shares and how a member can call for a weighted vote.

In addition, the LACCE Business Plan indicated that the estimated start-up costs for a CCA
would be approximately $10 million. The County of Los Angeles has stated that it intends to
loan the $10 million to the CCA, provided that, until the loan is repaid, the County retains
sufficient authority on the Board over any matter that affects the ability of the CCA to pay back
the County. The logistics of this loan and implementation of this provision have not been
identified at this time and will also be discussed as part of the JPA negotiation process.

After a consensus JPA agreement is drafted, the agreement will then be considered by the
County of Los Angeles Board of Supervisors, as well as the governing body of any other
jurisdiction that desires to do so. After the County and one other governing body have adopted
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the JPA agreement, the JPA will officially be formed. After that time, the County intends to allow
for a six month “open enrollment” period during which any jurisdiction could also adopt the
agreement — as well as the CCA-enabling ordinance — and become an initial member at no cost
to the City.

South Bay Clean Power

In addition to Los Angeles County, South Bay Clean Power (“SBCP”) — a South Bay-based non
profit agency committed to reducing the region’s greenhouse gas emissions and increasing
local energy jobs and development — has reached out to a number of cities in the South Bay
and on the West Side — including the City of Beverly Hills — about forming a smaller CCA JPA.
At this time, SBCP has distributed a draft joint-powers agreement document. There are still a
number of outstanding administrative questions related to the implementation of this CCA which
make it difficult to assess its viability. Beverly Hills staff will continue to follow SBCP’s process.

Public Works Commission Feedback

During the January 12, 2017, Public Works Commission (“PWC”) meeting, the Commission
requested that the following information be transmitted to the City Council regarding this item:

1) The Commission does not see the quantifiable benefits for the City of Beverly Hills at
this time, so it does not recommend being an “initial participant.” The Commission would
be interested in exploring once the benefits to the City are clearer.

2) The Commission is concerned about not having sufficient input into the CCA because of
the City’s relatively small size within the County.

3) Given the number of priority work plans and projects already assigned to the Public
Works Department, the Commission is concerned about existing staff resources also
being allocated to the CCA.

4) The Commission expressed concerns about the potential for the City’s participation in
the participation in the CCA to affect the quality of service the community receives from
SCE.

TIM ELINE

As indicated above, the County intends to conduct negotiations with interested cities over the
next several months. Below is an overview of the anticipated schedule at this time:

First JPA negotiation meeting January 10, 2017
Negotiation meetings January 2017— March 2017
Adoption of joint-powers agreement and CCA enabling

March/A nI 2017
ordinance by County of Los Angeles p

“Open Enrollment” period to join LA County CCA April 2017 — October 2017
Phase 1 launch (County municipal facilities and municipal

Janua 2018
facilities in other interested cities)
Phase 2 launch (large commercial & industrial facilities) July 2018
Phase 3 launch (all customers, including residential) January 2019

This schedule is partially contingent on the CPUC’s acceptance of the LACCE Implementation
Plan and on SCE’s preparation to transfer customer accounts to LACCE.

The schedule above also includes a phased approach to rolling-out the CCA, beginning with
County of Los Angeles municipal facilities (as well as those of any cities that want to also
include their municipal facilities) in Phase 1, followed by large commercial and industrial
customers in Phase 2, and, finally all customers (including all residential and commercial
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customers) in Phase 3. This phased approach will allow the CCA to address as many of the
transition issues as possible before residential customers join the CCA in Phase 3.

For those cities that adopt the JPA during the “open enrollment” period as “initial members” of
the CCA JPA, all residents and most businesses would begin receiving service from the CCA as
a part of Phase 3 (in January 2019). The City could also join the CCA JPA at a later date. If it
were to join at a later date, the City could be assessed a fee or be required to meet other
enrollment requirements established by the CCA JPA governing body.

FISCAL IMPACT

There is no known fiscal impact at this time.

RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that City Council provide direction on this item. If the City Council would like
the City to engage in the joint powers agreement negotiations process for the LACCE CCA, staff
recommends that the City Council designate a Councilmember and/or the City Manager or his
designee and the City Attorney to participate. Regardless of whether the City participates in
these negotiations, staff will report back to the City Council once th. joint powers agreement is
finalized.

ie Chavez
Approved By
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Executive Summary 
Background 
The California legislature passed AB 117 in 2002 (amended in 2011 by SB 790) allowing all Cities, Counties, or groups of Cities and Counties to provide an electric power supply source to customers within their jurisdictions that are currently served by Southern California Edison, Pacific Gas & Electric or San Diego Gas & Electric.  Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) or Community Choice Energy (CCE) is a customer opt-out program where the CCA provides power supply and behind the meter services, and the incumbent IOUs provide transmission and distribution (wires) service.   
This Business Plan (Plan) evaluates the prudency of forming a CCA within the County of Los Angeles (County), the Los Angeles Community Choice Energy (LACCE).  The proposed LACCE will provide power supply and behind the meter services, and Southern California Edison (SCE) will provide transmission and distribution services. Customers are part of the LACCE program until they proactively opt-out.  This Plan estimates LACCE power supply costs, administrative costs, electric loads, and future retail rates and compares  rates to the incumbent SCE.  These forecast rates are compared to determine if the proposed LACCE can offer competitive rates, better products and superior customer service while also improving the environment and creating local jobs.   
Description of LACCE 
The proposed LACCE may include the unincorporated areas of the County and a number of Cities within the County.  The unincorporated County average annual energy is 440 aMW (average Megawatts) and 900 MW peak while the total County potential service area average annual energy is estimated at 3,000 aMW and 7,000 MW peak.  Energy consumption for the entire County area served by SCE is equal to more than 30 percent total retail load. 
For this Plan, it is assumed that service will be offered to customers in three phases.  Phase 1 will include the municipal facilities residing within the unincorporated County areas.  In Phase 2, all customers located in the unincorporated County will be included in LACCE.  Finally, service to customers from the Cities within the County will begin under Phase 3.  Exhibit ES-1 summarizes this phased approach to forming LACCE, and the number of customers and amount of load attendant with each phase.   
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Exhibit ES-1 Participation Schedule 

Phase Start Eligibility Customer Accounts Peak Load (MW) 
Average Load  aMW 

LACCEAnnual Revenues 
Phase 1 January 2017 LA County Facilities within Unincorporated Area 

1,728 40 20 $25M 

Phase 2 July 2017 All Customers in Unincorporated LA County 
306,930 900 440 $180M 

Phase 3 To Be Determined All Individual Cities 1,497,747 7,000 3,000 $1,200M 

Depending on the interest from Cities located in the County, Phase 1 and Phase 2 may also include customers from individual Cities.  However, because of the number of Cities and the size of their associated loads, a phasing of implementation was assumed for this Plan.  This phasing strategy enables LACCE to manage any start-up and operational issues before full scale operations are undertaken.  In addition, this phasing strategy will allow LACCE , scheduling agents and data management entities to ramp up power supply procurement and bill processing over several months.  Because it is not yet clear which Cities are interested in joining LACCE, this Plan explores the prudency of the first two phases being undertaken over a 20-year forecast period.  It is anticipated that the results of this Plan are scalable as additional Cities join LACCE.  Adding more customers than assumed in the Plan will increase revenues and further reduce LACCE rates. 
By the end of Phase 2, LACCE is projected to serve a potential of over 300,000 retail customers and have annual electricity sales potential of over 3,800 GWh (Gigawatt-hours).  Annual revenues to LACCE during Phase 2 operations are projected to be approximately $180 million.   
Governance 
The feasibility, analysis and development of LACCE is currently being conducted by the Office of Sustainability within the Internal Services Department.  While LACCE could, in theory, be an organization operated within the County , it is anticipated that a JPA will be formed to provide the legal structure of LACCE.  A JPA provides a more flexible framework for LACCE and historically has been the preferred structure for an organization like LACCE.  Additionally, a JPA provides financial risk mitigation for its local government members.   
Given the above, a key next step in the formation of LACCE is the creation of the JPA (created when two jurisdictions agree to join the JPA).  Initiating LACCE operations will then require a governing authority to execute service contracts for LACCE formation and operations. 
Alternatively, while a JPA is being finalized and implemented, the Office of Sustainability could manage Phase I operations of LACCE, if directed by the Board of Supervisors. 
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Risks
All businesses face risks and uncertainty.  For LACCE, the major risks will be operational and regulatory.  These risks are dealt with extensively later in the Plan.  In summary, the Plan concludes that these risks are manageable and that no reasonable set of circumstances  for comparable products. 
Plan Results 
This Plan evaluates the cost and resulting rates of operating LACCE, and compares these rates to a rate forecast for SCE.  The analysis begins with a 20-year forecast of electrical loads and customers, incorporates several power supply resource portfolio options, and allows for the sensitivity testing of input assumptions.  LACCE customers will see no obvious changes in electric service other than a lower price and increased renewable resources in their power supply resource mix.  Customers will pay the power supply charges set by LACCE and no longer pay the costs of SCE power supply.  

 pay the SCE delivery (wires) rate and all other non-power supply related charges on the SCE bill to include Franchise Fees and Utility User Taxes. 
LACCE will establish rates sufficient to recover all costs related to operation of the CCE. It is anticipated that LACCE   can be provided to LACCE's customers. In inancial analysisassumes the customer phase-in schedule noted above and assumes that the implementation costs are largely financed via a start-up loan.   
The first consequence for forming LACCE is the retail rate impact as illustrated on ES-2.  ES-2 shows total bundled rates of 28 percent renewable power compared to three LACCE rate options.  esource Portfolio Standard (RPS) rate assumes renewable energy is 28 percent of LACCEinitial power supply portfolio . 
For reference, the column headers noted on ES-2 are summarized below. 

RPS Bundled  LACCE rates with the same share (28 percent
power supply.
50% Green Bundled Rate  LACCE rates with 50 percent renewable power.
100% Green Bundled Rates  LACCE rates with 100 percent renewable power.
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Exhibit ES-2 Indicative Rate Comparison in ¢/kWh 
Rate Class Customer Type SCE Bundled Rate* LACCE RPS Bundled Rate 

LACCE 50% Green Bundled Rate 
LACCE 100% Green Bundled Rate 

Residential Domestic 17.1 16.2 16.4 18.2 
GS-1 Commercial 16.6 15.7 15.9 17.7 
GS-2 Commercial 15.8 15.0 15.2 16.9 
GS-3 Industrial 14.5 13.8 13.9 15.5 
PA-2 Public Authority 12.6 12.0 12.1 13.4 
PA-3 Public Authority 10.4 9.9 10.0 11.1 
TOU-8 Secondary Domestic 13.1 12.4 12.6 14.0 
TOU-8 Primary Commercial 11.7 11.1 11.2 12.5 
TOU-8 Substation Industrial 7.5 7.1 7.2 8.0 
Total LACCE Rate Savings 5.4% 4.1% (6.3%) 

*SCE bundled average rate based on Table 3 in Advice 3319-E-A.
As can be seen above, the LACCE RPS residential rate is 0.9¢/kWh or 5.4 percent lower than what SCE currently offers with an equal amount of renewable power (28 percent).  The LACCE residential rate with 50 percent  percent) is 0.7¢/kWh or 4.1 percent lower for roughly twice the amount of green renewable power. The LACCE residential rate with 100 percent  percent) is 1.1¢/kWh or 6.3 percent higher, but this additional amount comes with almost four times more renewable power than the comparable SCE rate. 
As an alternative to its standard rates with 28 percent renewable power, SCE also offers rates which feature 50 percent and 100 percent renewable power.  For the residential customers, SCE estimates energy costs to be 3.5 cents per kWh higher for each kWh served on the green rate.  The LACCE rates for 50 percent and 100 percent renewable power for residential customers are therefore estimated at 12- .   
The rates calculated under this Plan are for comparison to SCE rates only.  Under formal operations, the LACCE governance will determine the actual rates to be offered to customers.  For example, LACCE may decide to offer the 50% renewables rate as the base tariff to customers if the environmental benefits far outweigh a minor difference in cost compared to the RPS base case. 
Finally, it should be noted that these rate comparisons assume all savings will go towards rate reductions.  It is likely that the LACCE governing body may opt to place some of these savings into a financial reserve account for use at other times when needed and/or to accelerate the payoff of start-up and initial operations financing. 
Renewable Energy Impacts 
A second consequence of forming LACCE will be an anticipated increase in the proportion of energy supplied by renewable resources used by LACCE customers.  The Plan includes procurement of renewable energy sufficient to meet 50 percent or more of LACCE electricity needs at start up.  The majority of this renewable energy will be met by renewable energy purchased on the wholesale market or newly constructed renewable resources.  By 2020, SCE must procure a 
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minimum of 33 percent rom renewable resources due to the State  and the Energy Action Plan requirements of the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).  In contrast, LACCE customers will target 50 percent renewable power by 2017, which will come from new and some local renewable resources.    
Energy Efficiency Programs 
A third consequence of the Program will be an increase in energy efficiency program investments and activities.  The existing energy efficiency programs administered by SCE will not change as a result of LACCE.  LACCE customers will continue to pay the Public Goods Charges to SCE.  This charge funds energy efficiency programs for all customers, regardless of power supply provider.  The energy efficiency programs ultimately planned by LACCE will be in addition to the level of energy efficiency investment currently provided by SCE.  Thus, LACCE has the potential to increase energy savings with an attendant reduction in emissions due to expanded energy efficiency programs.  
LACCE will likely establish a program which offers a combination of retail tariffs, rebates, incentives and other bundled offerings intended to increase customer participation in demand-side management programs including: renewable distributed generation, energy storage, energy efficiency, demand response, electric vehicle charging, and other clean energy benefits defined as Distributed Energy Resources (DER).  LACCE will work with State agencies and SCE to promote deployment of DERs in specific and targeted locations throug , and preferably within the County, in order to help support efficient grid operations and maintenance as part of the  
The Southern California Regional Energy Network (SoCalREN), administered by the Office of Sustainability and authorized by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) as an independently administered energy efficiency program in 2012, will serve as a platform for providing the services described above as it aEfficiency Program and is active in current CPUC proceedings designed to accelerate the implementation of local DERs. 
Economic Development 
The fourth consequence of LACCE will be significant economic development.  So far, the analyses contained in this Plan focused on the direct effects of forming LACCE.  However, in addition to these direct effects, the formation of LACCE will create indirect economic effects.  These include increased local investments, increased disposable income due to bill savings, and improved environmental and health conditions.   
Exhibit ES-3 shows the economic impact resulting from $20 million in electric bill savings across the County.  The $20 million rate savings represents the estimated bill savings per year achievable by LACCE once Phase 3 operations begin.  Based upon a macroeconomic input/output model employed for this Plan, it is estimated that these savings will create approximately 211 additional jobs in the County and over $9.6 million in labor income. It is also estimated that the total value added will be approximately $15.9 million and output close to $24.2 million.  
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Exhibit ES-3 $20 Million Rate Savings Effects on County Economy 
Impact Type Employment Labor Income Total Value Added Output 

Direct Effect 98.3 $3,674,939 $5,376,863 $7,099,612 
Indirect Effect 10.4 $608,838 $1,057,593 $1,677,591 
Induced Effect 102.1 $5,319,262 $9,472,599 $15,391,851 
Total Effect 210.7 $9,603,040 $15,907,056 $24,169,054 

In addition to increased economic activity due to electric bill savings, potential local projects can also create job and economic growth within the County.  As an example of the macroeconomic activity caused by local DER deployment, this Plan assumes the installation of 50 crystalline silicon, fixed mount solar systems with nameplate capacities of 1 MW each for a total capacity of 50 MW.  Overall, the building of a 50 MW solar project is projected to create $87 million in earnings and $188 million in output (GDP) in the local economy along with 1,636 jobs during construction and 14 full-time jobs ongoing. It is anticipated that LACCE will ultimately install a number of larger local solar projects such as the one described.  LACCE will need between 2,000  3,000 MW of solar at build-  60 times those estimated above.  Local clean projects development under LACCE may serve as a platform for accelerating local hiring programs and job training programs for underserved labor sectors and communities. 
Green House Gas Impacts 
The fifth consequence of forming LACCE will be significant environment benefits.  The share of renewable power currently 28 percent1 and is scheduled to shift to 33 percent by 2020.  LACCE is committed to reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. If LACCE achieves its 50 percent RPS target at start-up, GHG emissions reductions attributable to LACCE operations in 2019 will range from 289,080 to 505,890 tons CO2 equivalent (CO2e) per year relative Exhibit ES-4 details these reductions.  

Exhibit ES-4 Baseline Comparison of GHG Reduction by LACCE  
 2017 2018 2019 

Forecast Renewables (50% Renewables) LACCE (MWH)  Phase 2 1,438,275 1,459,854 1,459,854 
LACCE RPS (MWH)  Phase 2 730,029 737,154 737,154 
Additional Green Power (MWH) 708,246 722,700 722,700 
CO2 reduction  Low (Metric Tons of CO2e) 283,298 289,080 289,080 
CO2 reduction  High (Metric tons of CO2e) 495,772 505,890 505,890 

              
1 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Homepage/ 
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These reductions in GHG emissions associated with LACCE operations are significant.  Assuming only Phase 2 loads (all unincorporated County loads) are being met by LACCE, CO2e emissions associated with in-County electricity use will be reduced by 1-2 percent.  At full Phase 3 build-out, CO2 emissions associated with in-County electricity use will be reduced roughly 12-25 percent by LACCE operations. 
Summary 
This Plan concludes that the formation of a CCA in Los Angeles County is financially prudent and will yield considerable benefits for . These benefits include at least a 4 percent lower rate for electricity than is charged by SCE and roughly twice the amount of renewable resource deployment.  With the achievement of Phase 2 operations, LACCE will reduce GHG emissions by as much as 500,000 tons of CO2e per year, add hundreds of jobs, generate over $24 million in additional GDP, and give the County and its residents local control over their power supply and distributed energy resource programs.  At full build-out (Phase 3), LACCE will reduce in-County generation-related greenhouse gases by as much as 25 percent and total GHGs in the County by 6%.  Finally, there is no reasonable set of risk-related circumstances that will result in rates for comparable products. 
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Los Angeles Community Choice Energy 
Summary of Public Meeting
Discussions: December 7, 2016
Summary as of December 20, 2016



Purpose
To solicit feedback from cities and key stakeholders on LACCE formation and design
Inform interested cities on the next steps to participate in LACCE
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Note: Summaries of input from participants have purple titles.



Today’s Agenda
Brief CCA Overview
Discussion of LACCE Goals
Discussion of JPA Options
Consideration of Barriers and Solutions
Consideration of Benefits
Next Steps
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Today’s Agenda
Brief CCA Overview
Discussion of LACCE Goals
Discussion of JPA Options
Consideration of Barriers and Solutions
Consideration of Benefits
Next Steps
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CCA Overview
Authorized in California under AB 117 (2002) and SB 790 (2011) 
Allows local governments, including counties and cities, to:Purchase electricity in the wholesale power marketDevelop and operate generation assetsSell electricity to their residents and businessesProvide customer programs such as energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives 
Can offer more competitive rates, potentially greener and more local energy as an alternative to electricity provided by an investor-owned utility (IOU)
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CCA Overview 
CCA takes over from the IOU the acquisition and sale of electricity to residential and commercial customers
IOU will continue to provide transmission and distribution services, and power line maintenance
IOU may be retained for customer billing services
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LACCE Business Plan Review
LACCE is a viable option for LA County and eligible cities

Can provide cleaner power at a lower cost

LACCE has potential for significant GHG emissions reduction for the region
Board of Supervisors has stated that the County should proceed with forming LACCE
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Comparison of LACCE vs. SCE Rates
Los Angeles Community Choice Energy 8

Indicative Rate Comparison in Cents/kWh
Rate Class SCEBundledRate

LACCERPSBundledRate

SCE50%GreenRate

LACCE50%GreenRate

SCE100%GreenRate

LACCE100%GreenRate
Residential 17.1 16.2 18.85 16.4 20.6 18.2
Small Commerical 16.6 15.7 18.35 15.9 20.1 17.7
Medium Commerical 15.8 15.0 17.55 15.2 19.3 16.9
Large Commerical 14.5 13.8 16.25 13.9 18.0 15.5
Small Public Authority 12.6 12.0 14.35 12.1 16.1 13.4
Large Public Authority 10.4 9.9 12.15 10.0 13.9 11.1
Small Industrial 13.1 12.4 14.85 12.6 16.6 14.0
Medium Industrial 11.7 11.1 13.45 11.2 15.2 12.5
Large Industrial 7.5 7.1 9.25 7.2 11.0 8.0
Estimated Savings OverComparable SCE Rates - 5% - 13% - 12%



Today’s Agenda
Brief CCA Overview
Discussion of LACCE Goals
Discussion of JPA Options
Consideration of Barriers and Solutions
Consideration of Benefits
Next Steps
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Suggested JPA Goals for the Community Choice Aggregation (CCA)
Environmental 

Achieve 100% renewable energy
o More clean energy 
o Improve LA County’s green portfolio and power profile 
o Move the “needle” from 1% to 20+% solar energy by 2020 in Los Angeles County  
o Reduce number of and output from traditional power plants 
o Significant reductions in regional greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

Establish sustainable communities with energy independence
Better align energy efficiency programs and achieve significant improvements in energy efficiency
Support local energy resources 
Test, validate, pilot, and deploy new and more efficient clean technologies to drive economic, environmental, and health benefits
Develop better solutions for energy storage
Identify and agreed-to environmental priorities 

Energy Costs
Reduce energy costs
Lower rates for residential, industrial, and business customers – only way to sell CCA to some stakeholders
Financial cost savings will help drive the achievement of the climate and environmental goals among some stakeholders
Cost savings for customers will simultaneously improve the environment, people’s health, the local economy, and local control of our future directions. 

System Reliability
SMART grid
Incentives for distributed clean energy for more resilient grid
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Local Economic Benefits 
Local Economic Impact and Infrastructure Economic innovation

Local energy resources and local distribution of energy infrastructure 
Employment and Business Incentives for Local Hiring Create local green jobs that are meaningful

Build a skilled workforce in green technology 
Local hires by including local hire provisions

o Veterans 
o Disadvantaged businesses and community hiring 
o Local contractors doing the work 
o Local small and family-owned businesses to sustain green jobs with local hire provisions 

Government Priorities and Goals
AccountabilitySustainability and system reliability – long-term utility 

Identification of and agreed-to priorities 
o Achievement of CCA objectives for green energy efficiency 

Reduce GHG 
Achieve Department of Energy Resources goal of 100% renewable energy in 10 years; conduct annual reviews of progress 

o Execute and achieve strategic planning, including: 
Design of the energy portfolio 
Integrated Resource Plan 
Roadmap for energy resource deployment 
Ownership and liability of assets and infrastructure 

o Local generation with long-term purchase agreement of ownership by JPA to provide rate stability and economic benefits 
o Economic and workforce development goals 
o Environmental justice under the Clean Air Act 
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Procurement and contracting policies
Evidence driven: Open data and data analytics

Transparency, Equity, and Inclusiveness Represent all constituents equally 
o Ensure low-income communities of color are included in conversation around CCA 

Greater transparency between community and energy providers
Empower communities to make choices about their energy 
Local control – cities have a voice (important for cities to understand their options so that municipalities will be motivated to participate) 

o Community ownership, representation, and participation in governance structure and processes 



Today’s Agenda
Brief CCA Overview
Discussion of LACCE Goals
Discussion of JPA Options
Consideration of Barriers and Solutions
Consideration of Benefits
Next Steps
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Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) Overview
A Joint Powers Authority is established by the member agencies, but the new agency is legally independent of them
Shares powers common to the member agencies for the purposes described in the joint powers agreement
New agency typically has officials from the member agencies on its governing board

Los Angeles Community Choice Energy 11



Why JPA?
For a CCA program, forming a JPA codifies the inter-agency agreement between the cities and the county
Shields member agencies from liability
Allows the program to be run independent of its member jurisdictions 
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JPA Recitals
Nearly identical language in the JPAs that govern:

Marin Clean Energy (MCE)
Sonoma Clean Power (SCP)
Peninsula Clean Energy (PCE)

East Bay Community Energy (EBCE) has more robust language related to local economy and jobs
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Recitals
(MCE, SCP, PCE, and EBCE)

Reduce GHG emissions
Provide eclectic power at a competitive cost
Promote energy reduction programs
Stimulate and sustain the local economy
Promote long-term electric rate stability and energy security through local control
Promote development and use of a wide range of renewable energy sources

Los Angeles Community Choice Energy 14



Recitals
(EBCE)

Demonstrate quantifiable economic benefits to the regionExamples: Union jobs, prevailing wage jobs, local workforce development
Recognize the value of workers in existing jobs that support the energy infrastructure of the region
Deliver clean energy programs and projects using a stable, skilled workforce
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Governance Structure: Committees
Permissive or Required?

Permissive: The Board of Directors may establish any standing committee that the Board deems appropriate.
Required: Committees are explicitly established in the JPA.
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Committee Formation Examples
SONOMA CLEAN POWER PENINSULACLEAN ENERGY

EAST BAY COMMUNITYENERGY
MARIN CLEAN ENERGY

Required and Permissive Permissive Required and Permissive Required andPermissive
- Business Operations Committee (R)
- Ratepayer Advisory Committee (R)

- Citizen Advisory Committee (P)
- Executive Committee (P)

- Executive Committee (R)
- Community Advisory Committee (R)

- Executive Committee (R)
- Technical Committee (P)
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Governance Structure: Board Representation
Elected officials or individuals appointed by the city/county’s governing body
Option for an alternate (elected or staff)?
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Board Representation Examples
SONOMA CLEAN POWER PENINSULACLEAN ENERGY

EAST BAY COMMUNITYENERGY
MARIN CLEAN POWER

- 1 Director, 1 Alternate 
- Both must be elected officials

- 1 Director, 1 Alternate 
- Director must be elected
- Alternates may either be elected or bestaff from jurisdictions

- 1 Director, 1 Alternate 
- Both must be elected officials

- 1 Director, 1 Alternate 
- Both must be elected officials
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Governance Structure: Voting Shares
County Board of Supervisors has instructed staff to negotiate a JPA that has “meaningful representation of participating cities”
MCE, SCP, PCE, and EBCE all achieve this in slightly different ways
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SONOMA CLEAN POWER PENINSULA CLEAN ENERGY
EAST BAY COMMUNITYENERGY

MARIN CLEAN ENERGY
- Majority vote of the Board of Directors
- Option to call for a weighted vote, with majority vote still needed to approve items
- 1 Director needed to call the weighted vote.

- Majority vote of the Board of Directors
- Option to call for a weighted vote, with majority vote still needed to approve items
- 1 Director needed to call the weighted vote.

- Majority vote of the Board of Directors
- Option to call for a weighted vote, with majority vote still needed to approve items
- 3 Directors needed to call the weighted vote.

- Majority and weighted vote combined (50-50).

Governance Structure: 
Voting Shares Examples
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Marin Clean Energy Voting Shares
Los Angeles Community Choice Energy 22



Potential Regional Organization
Single Regional JPA

A single JPA that could accommodate all eligible cities under single umbrella
Economy of scale will reduce administrative and power supply costs
County has already studied the feasibility of this approach

Multiple Sub-Regional JPAs 
Cities are exploring non-
County options
Future potential to share resources among multiple Los Angeles and other 
CCAs
Create a “JPA of JPAs”
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Small Group Discussions
Go to assigned rooms (same as CCA Goals)
Discuss governance structure options

Pros/Cons of other JPAs in place
Pros/Cons of 1 JPA versus multiple JPAs

Discuss other JPA considerations:
Recitals
Committees
Board representation
Board voting shares

Outline potential regional organization for LA County 
Select a different person from your group to share your 
thoughts
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Pros/Cons of JPA Models
This discussion explored the features that participants liked (pros) and disliked (cons) about JPA agreements in other counties: Marin, Sonoma, Peninsula, and Alameda – all in the Bay area. They then identified any features that might be applicable to Los Angeles County. Most discussion groups focused on what they liked about the different preambles versus the “Cons” of specific preambles. 

Pros Cons Applicable Considerations for LA County
GeneralObservations 

Authority Larger stakeholders have more power 
Cities have more power as compared to County governing system 
Delegation of efforts and budgets to lead agencies 
Collaboration with other key players (other CCAs, IOUs, etc.) 
Individual localities are protected from certain liabilities that they otherwise would be responsible for 

 A JPA will create (more) collaboration with non-profit organizations (NGOs) and other private entities regarding environmental education campaigns and energy projects. 
o This collaboration can ease the skepticism and criticism of these private entities in regard to a JPA or individual localities’ positions on environmental/energy issues. 

Brown Act for transparency
Board considerations:

o Community representatives to filter up to the Board 
o Delegated authority to executive committee 
o Appoint alternate members to Board 

Determine how to split the profits
Build resource procurement costs and components into the budget 
Impact on services and product delivery
JPAs under an umbrella JPA 

o Lowering rates? 

Board  Requirement of “multiple-member call to vote” on an issue 
o This can prevent one single member from needlessly 

A Citizen’s Advisory Committee will bring public oversight to the implementation of the JPA. 
Weighted voting not based on energy “load”/amount of locality 

Board  Requirement of “multiple-member call to vote” on an issue 
o This approach can prevent a member with a minority viewpoint from calling to vote on an important 
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Pros Cons Applicable Considerations for LA County 
o calling to vote on matters that only they disagree/agree with 

“progressive” effort that they are leading and historically a contrary “conservative” effort has been successful. 
Lack of knowledgeable experts to run the Board 

o Re-investing in green technology?
Voting and decision-making considerations: 

o Voting method depends on what they vote on  
o Who makes these decisions? 

A JPA might be able to emphasize “Just Transition” issues that arise in regard to environmental and energy issues in LA County. Financial Cost savings 
Competitive costs 
“Economy of scale” (proportionate saving in costs gained by an increased level of production) 

Environmental Environmental incentives 
Meeting climate action plan goals quicker 
Reduce GHGs
Energy efficiency programs

Local Business Model Adaptation Maximize options for member cities (i.e., tailored rates for cities based on their desired goals and outcomes) 
Local generated and distributed model 
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Pros Cons Applicable Considerations for LA County 
Local Economic DevelopmentLocal jobs/workforce 

Local power generation
Address disadvantaged communities 

Workforce Development Local jobs/workforce 
Career development 
Apprenticeship training

Green Technology Green technology innovation incentive 
Environmental Justice Address disadvantaged communities, as well as all communities 
Other Cafeteria style programs with overlaps 

Marin Voting structure 
Weighted, combined with the permissive aspects: 50% + 50% 

Weight based on revenue rather than power usage Board members make decisions

Sonoma Sonoma Clean Power Authority (SCPA) is ahead of Marin County in some aspects: http://www.scpa.org
Peninsula No specific comments were made about the Peninsula model 
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Pros Cons Applicable Considerations for LA County 
Alameda Weighted voting

Focus on living/family wage 
Localization of workforce

Other Models to Consider 

Inyo-Mono's Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IRWMP)
Carson model with large Board 
Long Beach model with community representation 
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Pros/Cons of 1 JPA versus Multiple JPAs in LA County
Pros Cons 

Simplified Structure: 
1 JPA in LA County 
 

Standardized 
Economy of scale  
Centralization of certain operations, such as contract and procurement, resulting in efficiencies 
The work is already done. 
Minimal or no resources required by cities 
Every individual power has an opportunity to disagree with an effort that could negatively affect its own interests.   
If the participants of the JPA are cohesive, the large body has more bargaining power on development projects and can be given a better range of development options. 
Having a bigger broader body can increase the JPA’s bargaining power to drive down costs of energy. 
Administration of energy projects/programs might be easier because governments of larger cities that can afford consultants and other resources to develop initiatives, projects, or programs can share their expertise with disadvantaged or smaller governments that cannot afford these resources. 

 
 
 
 

Some issues/problems of certain regions might not be recognized or considered important because issues/problems of more powerful regions might be seen as more of a priority. 
A single JPA might not recognize the differences among cities and, thus, lack incentives for all to participate: 

o Larger cities might dominate 
o Less control for smaller cities  

A single JPA could result in a complicated administrative system. 
Asset ownership is more complex. 
If all eligible cities (n=82) participated in the JPA,decisions might be harder to make as an entire body because there are so many members. 
A large number of cities might create challenges in coordination efforts and streamlining the roll-out of projects/programs. 

o These delays from trying to get a large number of entities to agree might stunt innovative development of green projects/programs. 
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Pros Cons 
Tiered Structure: 
Multiple JPAs under 
one larger JPA (South 
Bay, Long Beach, and 
LA County) 
 
 

Each JPA can address the specific needs of a specific region and, hence, focus on local energy priorities.
Certain processes can be streamlined and decisions can be made easier if there are less members in a JPA and if those members have more in common because of close geographic proximity to one another. 
More local control
More control for cities: cities can decide to participate 
SCE rates for weighted voting structure
Locally representative strategies
Multiple JPAs would allow for different models of governance 
Maybe a longer term option, depending on how many JPAs are formed initially in LA County 

Control over energy resources in certain geographic regions can be controlled and used by only certain localities within that region.   
o This situation can create a concentration of power for members of JPAs in particular regions with better access to infrastructure or funding resources (e.g., Antelope Valley’s resources versus coastal cities’ resources). 

Establishing multiple JPAs for different regions can take a long time.  
Multiple JPAs divide, restrict, or create challenges in collaboration efforts on a County-wide scale. 
It is more complicated to determine how to splitprofits versus re-investing profits (e.g., generation charges) 
Local requirements may differ and ignore representational differences (LADWP versus SCE rates for weighted voting). 
Multiple JPAs could result in higher overhead costs overall. 
Cities may participate in LA County CCA/JPA negotiations and have influence in the negotiations, but ultimately choose not to join. 
A tiered structure is more complex.
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JPA: Agreement Components
Preamble and Recitals
Labor Perspective Local hiring initiatives to help the local economies Local jobs/workforce

Local disadvantaged hiring 
Prevailing wage or family sustaining wage 
Labor compliance 
Strong labor language
JPA to enforce need for a local skilled workforce 
Workforce development (local) 
Hiring:

o Local individuals 
o Veterans 
o Women 

Sonoma Clean Power Authority (SCPA) model supports labor 
Educational collaborations Foundational training for providers on environmental technology

High school and community college programs/collaborations
Apprenticeship training for:

o New work skills 
o Career development 

Economic Benefits Perspective Economic development
Competitive cost 
Local power generation and distribution
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Environmental Perspective (see “JPA Goals for CCA” and “Stakeholders’ Benefits” for more ideas) Local generated energy and energy storage, including solar battery storage (Note: Community Choice Aggregation version 2 (CCA 2.0) will stipulate to procure energy from within the County.)
Environmental justice 
Address needs of disadvantaged communities
Energy efficiency programs
Foundational training for providers on environmental technology
Green technology improvements and innovation 
Integrated resource program 
Language supporting Renewable Energy Certificates 
Procure energy from within County 
Reduce GHGs

Customization and Collaboration across Member Cities with LA County Collaboration with other key players (other CCAs, IOUs, etc.) 
Maximize options for member cities (i.e., tailored rates for cities based on their desire)

Infrastructure, Ownership, and LiabilityImportance of defining asset and equipment ownership and liability
Infrastructure investment concerns 
Need for local distribution infrastructure
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)
Local Portfolio Standards (LPS)
Cost issues

Board and Board Policies Definition of membership
Community representation
List policies
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Governance
Voting Rights – mostly questions raised versus preferences regarding preferred voting models Considerable discussions about the Marin 50/50 model and the “Option to Call a Weighted Vote” model. 

o Tendency to be more supportive of Marin County model 
o Considerable discussions about voting block 

Interest and debate regarding:
o Weighted voting based on power usage or revenue 
o Community representation with voting rights 
o Regional voting 
o Governance structure organized by local COGs 
o Caucusing voting (privileges) 
o Group voting by like-interests or regions  

The focus was much more on whether load was an appropriate metric and the implications for using the load size. 
o Importance to define goals to be accomplishment and criteria for a weighted vote 
o How many directors are needed to choose to do weighted vote? 
o How will consumption loads be calculated (daytime versus nighttime)? 
o Concerns that voting by load would de-incentive members from conducting energy efficiency programs (because this would reduce their load and reduce their vote) 
o They asked whether population would be a better metric than load 
o Some cities said that they would need to know the participants, and the corresponding load sizes before they could say which voting model they prefer. 

Other models suggested:
o Inyo-Mono's Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IRWMP) 
o Carson model with large Board 
o Long Beach model with community representation 
o Sonoma Clean Power Authority (SCPA) 
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Suggested Committees – Note: Suggested options are not mutually exclusive. Option A: County JPA with committees representing regions 
Option B: County JPA with committees – below are listed the types of committee suggested across the four group discussions; most groups only proposed 3-4 committees 

o Executive Committee (some groups thought this should be required) 
o Advisory Committee 
o Technology Committee 
o Operations Committee 
o Marketing Committee 
o Customer Service Committee 
o Environmental Committee 
o Local Portfolio Standards Committee 
o Community Stakeholder Advisory Committee (two groups thought this would be important if not required) 

Option C: Allow both Standing and Permissive Committees  
Option D: Inclusion of Labor 

Delegation of Authority to Committees (Note: Few groups had time to discuss this aspect.) Need for legal counsel for decision-making process and authority 
Chair of Committee should have power to delegate tasks to committee members.
Chair of Executive Committee or Executive Power of JPA should have power to delegate tasks to committees.
Ensure “skin in the game” versus dominated by corporations 
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Barriers and Solutions
The following discussions occurred in a modified open forum. In some cases, where the conversations overlapped, the identified barriers and solutions were integrated to show the inter-connectivity of the issues. 
Marketing and Education
Identified Barriers Communications and Outreach Can we reach diverse audiences? 

Language barriers
Lack of definition about who is responsible for marketing and education 
Who is trusted? 

Education Concerned about over-reliance on social media versus comprehensive educational programs
Customers Customer retention

Skepticism about the energy targets and benefits 
Identified Solutions Communications and Outreach Learn from past marketing efforts to determine effective approaches for this initiative

Engage existing institutions who deliver the message best
Create clarity and prioritization of messaging
Consistency and ongoing communications -- transparency
Relevant messaging for various constituents
Define who is responsible for marketing and education

Education Tours of renewable energy facilities
Comprehensive tools for education, not just social media
Education programs about job training for specific purposes (e.g., energy efficiency)
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Effective Partnerships, Governance, and Entrenched Interests 
Identified Barriers Partnerships Formation of bad partnerships

Partner participants being singled out or “ganged” up by other participants 
Lack of defining who takes the lead and who should step up to make it happen

Entrenched Interests CCAs might repeat the efforts of the entrenched interests.
Local portfolio standard aspirations may be too restrictive. 
Existing infrastructure providers may be reluctant to work together.
Regulatory bias

Identified Solutions Governance A number of governance issues require more discussion: 
o Timeline for setting up the JPA 
o Level of governance 
o Number of JPAs 
o Benefits versus costs 
o Performance voting structure 
o Amount of oversight and bureaucracy planned 

JPA Options Cafeteria plan approach
Establishment of smaller JPAs
Leveraging the strengths of individual entities

Greater Clarity Definition of roles and responsibilities
Inclusion of education and training programs

Communications Marketing to the needs of the community
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Protection for individuals to prevent “bullying” in the governance structure
Improved transparency and inclusiveness with open communications

Finance, Rates, and Business Model 
Many of the representatives who participated in this discussion represented various cities and financial institutions. One of them had first-hand knowledge of Barclays Bank’s involvement with private investors in Sonoma Clean Power Authority (SCPA).  

The ideal model would have joint public-private financing 
There was a discussion of the financing by JPA members and local governments, similar to Marin’s and Sonoma’s SCPA models.  

o Pros for SCPA model are that there is a recourse. 
o CCA has no recourse. 

Things to clarify in any JPA are:
o Risk assessment and liability 
o Mitigation of uncertainty 
o Clarity regarding who owns the assets 
o Use of local energy versus outsourcing of energy 
o Energy providers handling the financing (e.g., SCPA and Marin County) 

Financial And Rate-Related Decisions 
Purchasing power
Reinvestment of revenues
Rate schedule (St., 50%, 100%) or other schedules? 

Uncertainty of Business Model Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA) is not stable; therefore, the JPA must allow energy consumers/rate payers to buy and sell energy within their local/regional areas. 
JPA should balance the need for long-term contract stability versus short-term contract cycles affected by market innovation.
Business model/contract that allows participants to “opt-in/opt-out” because of market innovations and developments might present better option for certain localities. 
Request for Offer approach might reduce risks of owning energy infrastructure.
Allow changes and modifications to account for the dynamics of the current market structure.
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Decision-Making and Priorities 
This discussion focused primarily on issues to be addressed pertaining to decision-making and setting priorities.
Goal-Setting Goal-setting

Priorities of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission reductions 
Agreeing on hierarchy of priorities
Clarification of roles of management structure with regional JPA

Structural and Staffing Decisions JPA management structure
Hiring of staff (JPAs)
Labor practices 

Local and Regional Needs Localized energy generation and storage
Customization of programs according to regional needs 

Product and Service Offerings Product offerings
Inclusiveness and Diversity
Identified BarriersLocal interests, making it difficult to achieve consensus and make decisions

Lack of access to:
o Resources 
o Technical experts 
o Format/organization 

Identified Solutions Lead with equity; prioritize disadvantaged
Issue policies related to:
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o Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and Requests for Services (RFSs) that include community benefits agreements for:
Local hires 
Disadvantaged workers 

o Guidelines for: 
Utilization 
Procurement 
Representation 

Achieve accountability through public reporting
Focus on community benefits; balance the scale to achieve the desired benefits
Establish clear decision-making rules 
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Stakeholder Benefits
Benefits Residents Business Labor Environ-ment Economy Cities LA County Other

Local Management Focus 
Local control
Market transformation

   Inclusion of labor

Local Economy and Green Businesses
Local economic benefits
Attract green businesses 
Green marketing (i.e., businesses will be able to market themselves as “green”) 
New career paths (local and area hiring) 

Environmental
Address climate change 
Lower CO2 and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; alignment of GHG reduction goals 
Accelerated path to reach California’s State Emissions Standards (and goals) 
Promotion of green businesses and green initiatives 
Increase community awareness of the need to conserve energy 
Incentivize green technology and innovation
Decarbonize transportation
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Benefits Residents Business Labor Environ-ment Economy Cities LA County Other
Data Driven 

Data integration      Program administration by CPUC 
Energy Costs and Rates

Lower rates due to greater bargaining power 
Lower costs
Power sources less expensive now

Energy Reliability and Sustainability
Protecting the power grid
Resiliency 
Resiliency to keep operations in business

Benefits public safety

Innovation 
Resiliency to develop new innovations
Energy rate-payers can also be producers due to new technologies 

New Collaborative Business Model
Supports and fosters “Energy Democracy”
Localities and its constituents (or public in general) have more control over energy development 
Flexibility of energy options for end-users and energy providers 
Fosters better (energy) regulation collaboration and collaboration on future policy issues other than energy (e.g., water policies) 
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Next Steps for Interested Cities
Review the LACCE Business Plan and direct any questions to the County
Begin reviewing the draft JPA document and the CCA-enabling ordinance that each city must adopt to participate in LACCE
Participate in the County-led JPA negotiations scheduled to begin on January 10, 2017
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Next Steps for Los Angeles County
Continue to conduct outreach to interested cities and stakeholders
Lead JPA negotiations with interested cities
Continue to hold public meetings
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Contact Information
Gary Gero
Chief Sustainability Officer
ggero@ceo.lacounty.gov
213-974-1160

More information/documents can be found at:
http://green.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/green/lacce
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STAFF REPORT

Meeting Date: February 7, 2017

To: Honorable Mayor & City Council

From: Trish Rhay, Assistant Director of Public Works

Caitlin Sims, Senior Management Analyst CS
Subject: Los Angeles County Regional Community Choice Aggregation Program

Attachments: None

INTRODUCTION

In April 2015, the City Council adopted Resolution 15-R-1 3035 authorizing the City to participate
in a Community Choice Aggregation (“CCA”) feasibility study with other cities in Los Angeles
County. At that time, the City engaged with South Bay Clean Power (“SBCP”)—a non-profit
committed to establishing community choice aggregation in the region—and the County of Los
Angeles to follow these regional CCA efforts. The feasibility study was funded by the County of
Los Angeles and provided a technical and financial analysis of the viability of establishing a
County-wide CCA. The study was transmitted to the City Council at its December 20, 2016,
Study Session.

The County of Los Angeles Community Choice Energy Business Plan concluded that the
formation of a CCA program in Los Angeles County would be financially prudent and would
yield considerable benefits to residents and businesses. The County intends to form a CCA
with any interested cities by creating a joint-powers authority (“JPA”) that would govern the
CCA. The County has begun the process of working with interested cities to negotiate the JPA.

This item provides an update on that process and timeline.

BACKGROUND

Community Choice Aggregation programs allow local governments and special districts to pool
their electricity needs and purchase and/or develop environmentally sustainable energy on
behalf of residents, businesses and municipal agencies. CCA is an energy supply model that
works in partnership with the region’s existing investor-owned utility (“IOU”). In Beverly Hills,
Southern California Edison (“SCE”) is the existing IOU. The existing utility continues to deliver
electricity to the customers to through the existing power grid and continues to provide customer
service and billing. The CCA procures the electricity that is delivered through the existing power
grid and sets electricity rates for end-use customers. Those customers that do not desire to
switch to the CCA can choose to remain customers of the existing IOU.
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DISCUSSION

Community choice aggregation is a growing program in communities throughout the State.
There are currently five CCAs operating in California, four of which are located in northern
California. The City of Lancaster is the only CCA operating in Southern California, in SCE
territory.

There are a number of reasons that communities have formed and/or joined CCA programs.
They have formed or joined CCAs to provide their residents and businesses with a choice for
their electricity providers, to provide electricity generated from the same levels of renewable
sources at lower rates—which existing CCAs have been able to do—to have more control over
providing electricity services to residents and businesses (for example through rate setting and
program development) and to provide electricity that comes from more renewable sources.

When a CCA is created in a City, all businesses and residents in that City become customers of
the new CCA. However, all customers have the option to “opt-out” of the CCA and remain
customers of the existing utility. Customers must be adequately informed of the opt-out option,
and it must be easy for them to do so. In most CCAs, each CCA customer can also decide
between electricity product options that are generated from more renewable sources. For
example, Peninsula Clean Energy (“PCE”)—the State’s most recent CCA that rolled out in San
Mateo County in summer 2016—provides customers with the option of electricity from 50%
renewable sources or 100% renewable sources. While the electricity rates for electricity coming
from 100% renewable sources are higher, each individual customer can decide if he/she wants
to pay a higher rate for more renewable power.

Creating choice is intended to create competition to reduce rates and improve services for
customers. In fact, most of the CCA programs have been able to offer rates that are lower than
those of the existing utility. Sonoma Clean Power (“SCP”), a CCA that has been operating in
Sonoma County since 2013, is able to provide rates for its residential customers that are
approximately two cents per kilowatt-hour lower than those of the existing utility for its base level
of electricity (coming from 36% renewable sources).

The creation of a CCA increases the amount of control for local governments in electric services
for their residents. Cities will have mote control in things like the deployment of renewable
energy resources, setting rates and developing programs. SCE has historically offered
electricity coming from the lowest State-mandated level of renewable resources. At this time,
the State mandates that lOUs procure at least 33% of their electricity from eligible renewable
energy resources by 2020 and at least 50% from renewable resources by 2030. Electricity
rates are set through a legal rate-setting proceeding at the California Public Utilities Commission
(“CPUC”). SCE has recently begun offering electricity that comes from more renewable
sources, and these rates were also set through proceedings at the CPUC. In addition, any
programs that are administered by SCE are developed through proceedings at the CPUC. With
a CCA, the governing body of the CCA determines the renewable energy make-up of electricity,
as well as customer electricity rates and programs.

As a result, CCAs can decide to deploy mote renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by purchasing electricity from the power grid that comes from more renewable
sources. This allows communities to more easily decrease their reliance on traditional power
plants for electricity and meet their overall sustainability goals. Many municipalities that have
already formed CCAs have done so with a primary focus on increasing the amount of renewable
energy in their communities, reducing their greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions and making
progress on all their sustainability goals. In 2014, electric power was the State’s third-largest
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GHG-emitting sector—following transportation and the industrial sector—with approximately
20% of emissions coming from electric power.

All but one of the CCAs currently operating in the State is governed by a joint-powers authority
made up of several participating cities and counties. A JPA allows the CCA to include multiple
jurisdictions, thus increasing the electricity load and making it easier and most cost-effective to
purchase power on the open market. The JPA also reduces the liability on individual cities.

Los Angeles Community Choice Energy Program f”LACCE”)

As indicated previously, the LACCE Business Plan found that the creation of a Countywide CCA
would be financially viable and would yield economic and sustainability benefits for residents
and businesses. The Report included a comparison of end-user monthly rates (per kilowatt-
hour — kWh) for the proposed CCA versus SCE, which can be found below:

Commercial
$0166 $0.157 $0.186 $0.159 $0201 $0.177(GS-1)

Commercial
$0.158 $0150 $0.176 $0.152 $0.193 $0.169(GS-2)

Corn mercial
$0.145 $0.138 $0.163 $0.139 $0.18 $0.155(GS-3)

Overall, it is estimated that end-user rates could be at least 4% lower than those of SCE, and
the difference would likely be even greater when comparing the rates for 50% and 100%
renewable energy. The CCA would deploy approximately twice the amount of renewable
resources.

In order to form a countywide CCA, the County intends to form a LACCE JPA comprised of
participating jurisdictions. The first step in the formation of a JPA is to negotiate a joint-powers
agreement between all interested parties. At its September 27, 2016 meeting, the County
Board of Supervisors (“Board”) directed that the joint-powers agreement should be modeled
after the best practices found in the existing CCA JPAs in northern California—including Mann
Clean Energy, Sonoma Clean Power, and Peninsula Clean Energy—and should ensure that the
JPA provides “meaningful local representation of participating cities on the LACCE governing
board.” The Board also directed that the negotiated agreement should be completed within six
months (by the end of March 2017). The agreement will also include the overall goals of the
JPA (the recitals) and the powers that the JPA can exercise; provisions for the addition and
withdrawal of members, liability protections for member agencies, the composition of the
governing body; and structure for voting.

After a joint-powers agreement is drafted, the document must be adopted by the governing
bodies of at least two jurisdictions in order to legally create a CCA JPA. Once the CCA JPA is
legally created, the JPA governing body will be responsible for managing the CCA by
developing by-laws, policies and procedures to govern the CCA.

Residential $0.171 $0162 $0.189 $0.164

C

$0.206 $0.182
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In addition to the formation of the JPA, participating cities must also formally establish a CCA
with the CPUC. This involves adopting the CCA-enabling ordinance, which indicates the City’s
intent to form a CCA and formally allows the City to enter into discussions with the CPUC and
SCE for the purposes of forming a CCA, and submitting an Implementation Plan to the CPUC.
Even if the City participates as a part of the County-wide CCA, it would still need to adopt the
CCA-enabling ordinance. However, the Implementation Plan would not need to be submitted by
the City. Instead, the entire CCA would submit the Implementation Plan to the CPUC. The
CPUC will review the Implementation Plan and, upon its acceptance, a CCA will be formed.
The CCA will also need to work with SCE to prepare for the transfer of customer accounts from
SCE to the CCA.

Joint Powers Agreement Negotiation

The County is now seeking participation from interested cities to participate in the JPA
negotiation process. County staff has initiated this process, and the first meeting was held on
January 10, 2017. The County intends to hold these JPA-negotiating meetings until a
reasonable consensus is reached between interested cities and the County.

The joint-powers agreement negotiations will be focused around the following items:

1) Agreement Recitals: Existing CCA JPA agreements share common language pertaining
to State laws that enable local jurisdictions to form CCA programs, State laws that
mandate specific sustainability and environmental goals and the general purpose for
forming the CCA Program JPA agreement. Negotiations will likely center around
including more robust language related to the JPA’s aspirations for local economic
benefits and local workforce development.

2) Method of Committee Formation: Some existing CCA JPA agreements require specific
committees to be formed (i.e. Community Advisory Committee; Executive Committee;
etc) while others allow the governing board to establish committees at their discretion.
Negotiations will likely center around what (if any) specific committees should be
required in the JPA agreement and whether there should be language allowing the
governing board to establish committees.

3) Special Voting Requirements: Existing CCA JPAs typically require a majority vote for
most actions; however, most also have special voting requirements (i.e. two-thirds vote
or three-quarters vote) for items that are deemed to be more controversial or more
significant. Negotiations will likely center around what actions (i.e. exercise of eminent
domain; amendments to the JPA) should trigger special voting requirements.

4) Appointment of Non-Elected Officials as Board Directors: Negotiations would likely
center around whether participating agencies would be allowed to appoint board
directors that were not elected officials.

5) Alternates for Board Directors: Negotiations will likely center around whether Board
directors would be allowed to appoint alternates and if these alternates would be
required to be elected officials.

6) Board Structure and Distribution of Voting Shares: All existing CCA JPA agreements
acknowledge differences in electricity loads between the members. Most existing CCAs
require simple majority approval for most items, unless one or more members demand
that the item require the affirmative vote of a majority of the members with voting shares
determined by electricity load. In these cases, an item must be approved both by the
majority of the members, in addition to the weighted majority of the members (with voting
shares determined by the electricity load). Negotiations will likely center around the use
of weighted voting shares and how a member can call for a weighted vote.

In addition, the LACCE Business Plan indicated that the estimated start-up costs for a CCA
would be approximately $10 million. The County of Los Angeles has stated that it intends to
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loan the $10 million to the CCA, provided that, until the loan is repaid, the County retains
sufficient authority on the Board over any maffer that affects the ability of the CCA to pay back
the County. The logistics of this loan and implementation of this provision have not been
identified at this time and will also be discussed as part of the JPA negotiation process.

After a consensus JPA agreement is drafted, the agreement will then be considered by the
County of Los Angeles Board of Supervisors, as well as the governing body of any other
jurisdiction that desires to do so. After the County and one other governing body have adopted
the JPA agreement, the JPA will officially be formed. After that time, the County intends to allow
for a six month “open enrollment” period during which any jurisdiction could also adopt the
agreement—as well as the CCA-enabling ordinance—and become an initial member at no cost
to the City.

South Bay Clean Power

In addition to Los Angeles County, South Bay Clean Power (“SBCP”)—a South Bay-based non
profit agency committed to reducing the region’s greenhouse gas emissions and increasing
local energy jobs and development—has reached out to a number of cities in the South Bay and
on the West Side, including the City of Beverly Hills, about forming a smaller CCA JPA. At this
time, SBCP has distributed a draft joint-powers agreement document. There are still a number
of outstanding administrative questions related to the implementation of this CCA which make it
difficult to assess its viability. Beverly Hills staff will continue to monitor SBCP’s process.

Public Works Commission Feedback

During the January 12, 2017, Public Works Commission (“PWC”) meeting, the Commission
requested that the following information be transmitted to the City Council regarding this item:

1) The Commission does not see the quantifiable benefits for the City of Beverly Hills at
this time, so it does not recommend being an “initial participant.” The Commission would
be interested in exploring once the benefits to the City are clearer.

2) The Commission is concerned about not having sufficient input into the CCA because of
the City’s relatively small size within the County.

3) Given the number of priority work plans and projects already assigned to the Public
Works Department, the Commission is concerned about existing staff resources also
being allocated to the CCA.

4) The Commission expressed concerns about the potential for the City’s participation in
the CCA to affect the quality of service the community receives from SCE.

TIM ELINE

As indicated above, the County intends to conduct negotiations with interested cities over the
next several months. Below is an overview of the anticipated schedule at this time:

First JPA negotiation meeting January 10, 2017
Negotiation meetings January 2017— March 2017
Adoption of joint-powers agreement and CCA enabling

March/A nI 2017ordinance by County of Los Angeles p
“Open Enrollment” period to join LA County CCA April 2017 — October 2017
Phase 1 launch (County municipal facilities and municipal

.

.. January2018facilities in other interested cities)
Phase 2 launch (large commercial & industrial facilities) July 2018
Phase 3 launch (all customers, including residential) January 2019
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This schedule is partially contingent on the CPUC’s acceptance of the LACCE Implementation
Plan and on SCE’s preparation to transfer customer accounts to LACCE.

The schedule above also includes a phased approach to rolling-out the CCA, beginning with
County of Los Angeles municipal facilities (as well as those of any cities that want to also
include their municipal facilities) in Phase 1, followed by large commercial and industrial
customers in Phase 2, and, finally all customers (including all residential and commercial
customers) in Phase 3. This phased approach will allow the CCA to address as many of the
transition issues as possible before residential customers join the CCA in Phase 3.

For those cities that adopt the JPA during the “open enrollment” period as “initial members” of
the CCA JPA, all residents and most businesses would begin receiving service from the CCA as
a part of Phase 3 (in January 2019). The City could also join the CCA JPA at a later date. If it
were to join at a later date, the City could be assessed a fee or be required to meet other
enrollment requirements established by the CCA JPA governing body.

FISCAL IMPACT

There is no known fiscal impact at this time.

RECOMMENDATION

This item is presented for information only. Staff is attending the joint powers agreement
negotiations to represent the City. Once completed, staff will bring the agreement back to the
City Council for its consideration.

Approved By
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